There is virtually nothing you can do to a boat that we cannot repair as good or better than new!
Does not look too bad from 50'...
The worst of it cut out...
Guide coat blocked down and waiting for gel...
Starting to shape the glass...
Some more sanding and buffing to do...
Stripped and ready to start on the deck...
New carpet & recessed pan...
Spraying one of the colors...
Time to start reassembling everything...
New cowling graphics...
New seats by Quality Manufacturing Plus...
Polished jack plate...
Trailer was rock chipped all over...
Looks good now...
There is virtually nothing you can do to a boat that we can not repair as good or better than new!
A couple of jet skis got a little close...
New glass almost ready to shape...
Painted and ready to reinstall rubrail...
This boat was rear ended in traffic...
What is left of the engine. The rest of it was laying on the back deck...
As good if not better than new! Just waiting on the new decals to come in...
Ready to go!
There is virtually nothing you can do to a boat that we cannot repair as good or better than new!
A Triton in for refurbishing...
Sanded and getting ready for new flake...
The trailer also needed refurbishing...
New carpet getting installed...
Trailer is done, now where is the boat...
Out of detail and almost ready to go!
Another boat ready to go...
There is virtually nothing you can do to a boat that we can not repair as good or better than new!
This trailer came in for refurbishing...
It needed repainting, bunks, etc...
Painted and striped...
Waiting for the paint to cure for reassembly...
There is virtually nothing you can do to a boat that we can not repair as good or better than new!
A Bullet 21 XRD in for refurbishing...
Removed the deck for a new transom...
Transom in and bilge area painted...
Almost ready to repaint the accent stripes...
Ready for the new carpet, seats, etc...
There is virtually nothing you can do to a boat that we can not repair as good or better than new!
Taking off layers of paint & gelcoat...
Gelcoat is finally done!
We installed new seats, gauges, steering, etc.
We also refurbished the trailer!
There is virtually nothing you can do to a boat that we can not repair as good or better than new!
This Bayliner rolled into a tree...
The bad ground out and ready to glass up...
Almost ready to paint...
Sanding the new gel...
All done with new rub rail and ready for the customer to pick up...
There is virtually nothing you can do to a boat that we can not repair as good or better than new!
This customer hit an underwater object with the engine. The engine cowl hit the boat!
A close up picture to show the damage!
Working down the new fiberglass...
Ready for the engine & jackplate!
The engine needed some repairs also!
We had to do a little welding work!
Ready to go to detail!
There is virtually nothing you can do to a boat that we can not repair as good or better than new!
A Thundercraft project...
New paint, wheels, tires, engine, etc...
New interior...
Ready for the customer to pick up...
There is virtually nothing you can do to a boat that we can not repair as good or better than new!
This boat had some bad cracks on the hull...
Bad glass out, new glass being fitted...
Takes a lot of glass and blocking to insure the repair is straight and true...
Lots of sanding and buffing...
Ready to load on the trailer...
There is virtually nothing you can do to a boat that we cannot repair as good or better than new!
We can also replace skegs!
Custom camo paint jobs are also available...
Repower jobs and custom rigging jobs are easy...
This boat was a bare hull when we started!
There is virtually nothing you can do to a boat that we can not repair as good or better than new!
This boat was hit in traffic!
The damage was all the way down the side!
Cutting out the bad to rebuild it...
Working down the glass...
All finished and ready to go!
There is virtually nothing you can do to a boat that we cannot repair as good or better than new!
This one hit a bouy...
Bad glass on deck cut out...
Glassed up and ready to shape...
Blocking down the black guide coat...
Ready to install new rub rail...
There is virtually nothing you can do to a boat that we can not repair as good or better than new!
Engine impact caused the engine cowling to hit the boat.
This one had a few cracks to fix...
Almost ready to spray...
There is virtually nothing you can do to a boat that we can not repair as good or better than new!
Front deck was really soft...
The deck peeled up due to the rotten wood.
New flooring glassed in...
Deck painted and we replaced the hatches...
There is virtually nothing you can do to a boat that we cannot repair as good or better than new!
This one was brought in to refurbish the hull...
Lots of chips, gouges & scrapes...
Looking good...
There is virtually nothing you can do to a boat that we can not repair as good or better than new!
Another custom refurbish job!
This one needed a lot of work!
Bottom of the hull was really bad...
Flake and clear ready to be worked down...
New seats, carpet, steering, etc!
Ready for the customer to pick up!
There is virtually nothing you can do to a boat that we cannot repair as good or better than new!
Factory requested repair on a Kenner...
Almost ready to paint...
Ready to reinstall the engine!
This one had a small accident...
As good if not better than new...
There is virtually nothing you can do to a boat that we can not repair as good or better than new!
This boat hit a tree!
Bad areas cut out and new fiberglass being applied. A lot of work to be done...
A lot of sanding and shaping to do...
New flake sprayed and ready to sand...
Ready to go to detail!
There is virtually nothing you can do to a boat that we cannot repair as good or better than new!
This one found and underwater bridge...
Damaging most of the bottom...
Ready for detail!
Customer hit something and bottom started delaminating...
Ready for gelcoat...
Ready to block down and buff...
There is virtually nothing you can do to a boat that we can not repair as good or better than new!
Another car wreck victim...
Another shot of some of the damage...
There is virtually nothing you can do to a boat that we can not repair as good or better than new!
This one rolled down a hill on the trailer...
Bow stand got bent...
All the bad glass ground out...
Spraying the burgundy gel coat...
Bow stand repaired and painted...
All done and ready for detail...
There is virtually nothing you can do to a boat that we cannot repair as good or better than new!
This boat had severe hull delamination due to a poor previous repair at another facility...
A large section actually peeled off...
Ready to start grinding and laying glass...
Laying one of many layers of fiberglass...
Shaping the new glass with body file...
Almost ready to spray with gelcoat...
Ready to flip over and send to detail...
There is virtually nothing you can do to a boat that we cannot repair as good or better than new!
This one had cracks in the hull...
One of the stringers was loose...
Ready to recarpet...
Ready for detail...
This boat had a lot of cracks on the hull..
We found more on the bottom...
Working the glass down...
Ready to go to detail!
There is virtually nothing you can do to a boat that we cannot repair as good or better than new!
This customer knocked transom loose!
All done and better than new!
Ready for the customer!
This floor in this older boat had been scabbed together...
Old floor is out and almost ready for new
New floor in and gelcoated per customers request!
There is virtually nothing you can do to a boat that we can not repair as good or better than new!
This customer was hit by another boat...
The deck and hull was damaged!
Removed part of the deck for access...
Glass is shaped and gelcoat is going on hull...
Hull is ready to block down and buff...
Putting the deck back together...
Ready for the customer!